A sophisticated interplanetary spacecraft, Cassini/Huygens was launched on October 15, 1997. Since achieving orbit at Saturn in 2004, Cassini has collected science data throughout its four-year prime mission (2004–08), and has since been approved for first and second extended missions through September 2017. The Cassini Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS) is perhaps the spacecraft subsystem that must satisfy the most mission and science pointing requirements. Since launch, the performance of the Cassini AACS design has been superb. All key mission and science requirements are met with significant margins. An overview of the flight performance of the Cassini attitude control system as well as AACS mission operation-centric lessons learned, from launch to 2017, are described by topics. Many of these lessons learned should be applicable to the safe operations of other interplanetary missions. Processes taken by the AACS operation team to guard against “human” errors are also outlined in this paper.
In April 2017, the Cassini spacecraft will begin a daring set of ballistic orbits that will hop the rings and dive between the upper atmosphere of Saturn and its innermost D-ring twenty-two times. During these “proximal” orbits, the spacecraft will be as close as 1,840 km from the 1-bar constant pressure ellipsoidal surface of Saturn. As Cassini plunges past Saturn, the spacecraft will collect rich and valuable data that will better our understanding of Saturn’s gravity and magnetic fields, and atmospheric sciences. The Cassini mission will end on September 15, 2017.

ATTITUDE AND ARTICULATION CONTROL (AACS) SUBSYSTEM

Perhaps no other spacecraft subsystem must satisfy as many science and mission requirements as AACS. The Cassini AACS estimates and controls the attitude of the three-axis stabilized spacecraft. It responds to ground-commanded pointing goals for the spacecraft’s science instruments and communication antennas with respect to targets of interest. To this end, the AACS uses either thrusters or reaction wheels to slew and control the spacecraft attitude. The AACS also executes ground-commanded spacecraft velocity changes. To this end, AACS uses either a gimbaled rocket engine or a set of thrusters to make a velocity change. Table 1 lists the key accuracy requirements for the Cassini spacecraft.

Table 1. Key Cassini Accuracy Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pointing Accuracy</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-gain antenna (HGA) pointing control requirement</td>
<td>3.2 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(radial 99%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-band (Telecommunications)</td>
<td>2.0 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka-band (Radio science)</td>
<td>4.6 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ku-band (Radar mapping of Titan)</td>
<td>6.0 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-band (Huygens probe relay tracking)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science inertial pointing requirements (radial 99%)</td>
<td>2.0 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>1.0 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointing stability requirements (2σ per axis):</td>
<td>4, 8 μrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 s, 1 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 s, 22 s, others</td>
<td>36, 100 μrad, others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gimbaled engine ΔV burns (1σ per axis):</td>
<td>10 mm/s, 17.5 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Magnitude, Fixed Pointing</td>
<td>0.35%, 10 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional Magnitude, Proportional Pointing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thruster ΔV burns (1σ per axis):</td>
<td>3.5 mm/s, 3.5 mm/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Magnitude, Fixed Pointing</td>
<td>2%, 12 mrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional Magnitude, Proportional Pointing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To achieve a high degree of maneuverability, and to facilitate high-resolution imaging, Cassini is designed as a three-axis stabilized spacecraft. Attitude determination sensors include two stellar reference units (SRU, prime and backup, star tracker),3,4 two Sun sensors (prime and backup),3 two Inertial Reference Unit (IRU, each IRU has four 1-dof gyroscopes),3 and a 1-dof accelerometer (ACC). Attitude control actuators include four Reaction Wheel Assemblies (RWA, three prime and a backup RWA mounted on an articulate-able platform), two 445-N bi-propellant rocket engines (prime and backup), two sets of 2-dof engine gimbal actuators (EGA, prime and backup), and two sets of 1-N monopropellant thrusters (blow-down, prime and backup).3,8 The locations of the Cassini AACS equipment are depicted in Figure 1. The mass of Cassini at launch was 5574 kg of which 3000 kg was main engine bi-propellant consisting of mono-methyl-hydrazine for fuel and nitrogen tetroxide for oxidizer. A single tank with 132.2 kg of hydrazine feeds the thrusters.

AACS acquires stellar reference by first locating the Sun,4 and then Sun-pointing the HGA using Sun position knowledge from SSA. The front-end of the Cassini attitude estimator is a pre-filter that combines multiple star updates into one “composite” star update. These composite star updates are sent to the
attitude estimator (an extended Kalman-Bucy filter) every 1-5 seconds. In between star updates, the S/C’s attitude is propagated using IRU data. Once attitude is initialized, the AACS maintains knowledge of the spacecraft attitude in a “J2000” celestial coordinate frame. It is defined by the Earth Mean Equator and Equinox at the year 2000 epoch.

During Tour, Saturn, its rings, and its satellites sometime enter the star tracker’s FOV. The presence of one or more of these bright (or extended) objects might affect the nominal operation of the star identification (SID) algorithm. As such, the SID algorithm has to be temporarily “suspended” via an AACS command. While SID is suspended, the S/C attitude is propagated using only data from the gyroscopes. At the start and end times of a “suspend” event, the spacecraft must be quiescent with all per-axis rates $<$ 0.01°/s. The requirement at the start time is imposed to ascertain that the attitude estimator uncertainty is as small as possible for subsequent attitude propagation. The requirement at the end time is imposed to ascertain that the SID algorithm can seamlessly transition from a “suspend” state to the “track” state, without going through any “acquisition” phase.

During early Cruise, Cassini used a set of eight 1-N mono-propellant RCS (reaction control) thrusters to maintain the spacecraft attitude about all axes (see Figure 8). Thrusters were also used to perform the following functions: detumble the spacecraft after it was released from the launch vehicle; control the spacecraft’s attitude during low-altitude Titan flybys; bias the RWA’s angular momenta; and execute small ∆V burns. A conventional Bang-Off-Bang (BOB) thruster control algorithm is used by Cassini AACS. It uses error signals that are the weighted sums of per-axis attitude errors and attitude rate errors to control thruster firings. However, such a control algorithm can result in “two-sided” limit cycles that waste both hydrazine and thruster on/off cycle. To counter these drawbacks, the Cassini’s BOB incorporated a “self-learning” feature to produce, as much as possible, “one-sided” limit cycles in the presence of small environmental torque. The resultant “one-sided” limit cycles save both hydrazine and thruster on/off cycles. See also the section entitled “Tuning of RCS Attitude Controller Parameters.”

The Reaction Wheel Assemblies (RWAs) are used primarily for attitude control when precise and stable pointing of a science instrument (such as the narrow angle camera) is required during the prime mission phase. Because the spacecraft’s principle axes are very closely aligned with the spacecraft’s mechanical axes, the basic structure of the Cassini RWA controller is a decoupled, three-axis, proportional and derivative controller. The RWA control torque vector also includes the feed-forward acceleration torque and the gyroscopic torque. Due to the presence of RWA bearing drag torque, a RWA controller with
a “PD” control architecture will not be able to drive the spacecraft attitude control error to zero unless an integral term is added to the controller. This is overcome by the addition of a proportional and integral estimator of the RWA frictional torque. In effect, integral control action is added “locally” to remove any steady-state spacecraft’s attitude control errors. See also the section entitled “RWA Controller Design and Bearing Drag Torque Estimator.”

During the Tour phase, RWA’s must be used to achieve a high level of spacecraft pointing stability needed for imaging operations of cameras and instruments. The use of reaction wheels is subjected to three constraints. Firstly, the spin rates of all RWA must not exceed the angular momentum capacity of the wheels. Secondly, the total number of revolutions of the RWA’s that is incurred as a result of science slews must be kept as low as possible. These two constraints both discourage high-speed wheel operations. Thirdly, the operational hours the wheels spend inside a “low-rpm” region must be minimized. Below a certain spin rate, the thickness of the lubrication film (between the bearing balls and the races) will be smaller than the root-mean-square value of the surface roughness of the balls and races. This will lead to metal-to-metal contact between the balls and the races which is highly undesirable. To operate the RWAs within these constraints, the Cassini AACS team developed and used a ground software tool named Reaction Wheel Bias Optimization Tool (RBOT).12 See also the section entitled “Reaction Wheel Bias Optimization Tool”.

The Cassini interplanetary mission requires both large and small trajectory correction maneuvers for navigation purposes. Trajectory corrections performed before Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) are called Trajectory Correction Maneuvers (TCMs). Corrections performed after SOI are called Orbit Trim Maneuvers (OTMs). Large burns were performed by one of the two rocket engines (with a nominal thrust of 445 N). Smaller ΔV’s were performed using four Z-facing thrusters (each with a 1-N thrust).13–16

During the Cruise phase, thrusters were used to roll and yaw the spacecraft attitude so as to align the pre-aimed rocket engine with the target ΔV vector. “Settling” times on the order of 5 minutes were “inserted” in between the roll and yaw turns, and in between the end of the yaw turn and the start of the burn. Once a burn was completed, the spacecraft would “un-yaw” and “un-roll” back to its initial attitude. Again, settling times were inserted between these “unwind” turns. These thruster-based slewing imparted unwanted ΔV on the spacecraft. Even though the magnitudes of these ΔV could be predicted, they still, in a small way, affected the accuracy of the burn. As such, beginning with TCM-18 (in April 2002), both the roll and un-roll turns were executed using a set of reaction wheels.

Three-axis stabilized orbiters such as the Viking Mars Orbiter had used two-axis engine gimbal actuator autopilot for Thrust Vector Control (TVC). Cassini uses a similar design. As was practiced on Viking, pre-aim of the gimbal through the predicted spacecraft c.m. was commanded to minimize attitude disturbances at engine ignition. During the burn, the X and Y-axis of the spacecraft’s attitude were controlled by the engine gimbal actuators using a TVC algorithm. At the same time, four Y-facing thrusters were used to control the spacecraft’s Z-axis attitude. The ΔV imparted on the spacecraft is measured by an accelerometer. Since the ACC’s bias changes slightly from burn to burn, it is calibrated before the start of each and every main engine burn. The flight software (FSW) uses the calibrated ACC to accurately determine the magnitude of the ΔV imparted on the spacecraft. The burn is terminated once the commanded ΔV is achieved. Details on the design of the TVC algorithm are given in Reference 17. Flight performance of the TVC algorithm has been excellent and is given in Refs.14–15. See also the section entitled “Engine-based ΔV Control and Operational Issues”.

Cassini uses four Z-facing thrusters to execute small ΔV burns (they are called RCS burns). During a RCS burn, the Z-facing thrusters are used to achieve the targeted ΔV. Engine off-pulsing will be needed to negate the self-induced disturbance torque caused by S/C’s c.m. offset from the Z-axis. In addition, misaligned thrusters will generate disturbance torque about the S/C’s Z-axis. Four Y-facing thrusters are used to control the spacecraft’s Z-axis attitude. See also the section entitled “Thruster-based ΔV Control and Operational Issues”.

Pointing the Cassini spacecraft involves commands to turn to and track targets of interest. Pointing commands do not reference underlying entities like right ascension, declination, or spacecraft body rates. On Cassini, pointing commands reference celestial objects themselves. If the target is Saturn, a single command causes the spacecraft to turn to Saturn. Once there, the spacecraft tracks Saturn until commanded to turn to another object. This means that target motion compensation is inherent in the design. And with more than a dozen science instrument boresights, Cassini pointing commands reference the name of the
Cassini is able to explicitly point boresights at celestial objects by use of an innovative pointing model called Inertial Vector Propagation (IVP). IVP provides a remarkably robust yet structured process that takes advantage of powerful onboard vector propagation algorithms combined with sophisticated targeting options that science teams can take full advantage of on the ground.

Celestial body objects are represented by inertial vectors which express the actual position in the solar system of Cassini with respect to Saturn, for example, or Earth with respect to the Sun. These inertial vectors can thus range from unit vectors to vectors many millions of kilometers in magnitude. Each inertial vector “head” has a time-varying position and velocity with respect to its vector “base”. Inertial vectors are used to establish a pointing direction by simple vector addition. For example, to point at the Earth while in Saturn orbit, the following is used (see Figure 2):

![Figure 2. Pointing Cassini at Earth Using IVP Vector Addition](image)

The three vectors in the above addition are individually propagated within the IVP flight software and are considered “active” for as long as Cassini-to-Earth is the desired pointing direction. Active vectors are part of a pointing “tree” of inertial vectors and require onboard propagation throughout their period of activity. The Sun is the root of the inertial vector tree.

Pointing the Cassini spacecraft is achieved using two “inertial” vectors and two “body” vectors to command a unique inertial attitude in space. For example, the X-Band radio-frequency boresight vector (XBAND) of the HGA is defined as a unit vector in the spacecraft body coordinate frame. XBAND is an example of a primary body vector. The HGA itself points parallel to the -Z spacecraft body vector, while the XBAND is the electrical boresight and is slightly offset from -Z. The fundamental requirement is to point a selected primary body vector at a primary inertial vector object. For example, during data playback to Earth, the primary pointing is commanded to be “XBAND” to “EARTH” where the Earth is the head of an inertial vector from the spacecraft to Earth. To establish a complete 3-axis inertial attitude a secondary pair of body and inertial vectors are specified. For example, a secondary pair could be “NAC” to “SATURN” where NAC is the narrow angle camera boresight body vector, and Saturn is the time-varying inertial vector from the spacecraft to the center of Saturn. The primary pointing is always achieved, while the angle between the secondary pair is minimized given the constraint that the primary vectors must be collinear. In practice, this means the secondary body vector is commanded into the plane defined by the primary and secondary inertial vectors (see Figure 3). This defines the “twist” around the primary body vector.

Inertial vectors reside in an onboard inertial vector table that is populated by ground IVP commands. A ground IVP tool is loaded with the desired pointing sequence and with up-to-date spacecraft and celestial body ephemeris and physical constants files. The tool “fits” inertial vectors to approximate the ephemeris using conic or Chebyshev polynomial coefficients. Conic coefficients are just position, velocity, and a gravity parameter. Conic propagation involves solving Kepler’s equation. Conics propagate accurately when there is a dominant central body (for Cassini, the dominant body is Saturn). Because conics do not always suffice, Chebyshev polynomial vectors (of up to 12th order) are also used by IVP. Polynomials are
used during transitional periods in the spacecraft’s trajectory as gravitational dominance shifts from one body to another.

Conic and polynomial vector fits are done on the ground using the IVP tool. Vectors active for long periods of time require multiple “segments” where each segment is fit to 40 μrad maximum error where the error is defined as the angular difference between the propagation and the ephemeris data. Each vector segment is a separate IVP command with a start and end time. The IVP tool defines a new segment before the prior segment has “expired” (reached its end time). Body vectors can also be updated, for example after an in-flight calibration. All IVP vectors are merged with the background sequence prior to uplink to Cassini.

![Diagram of spacecraft pointing control](image)

**Figure 3. Pointing Body Vectors at Inertial Vectors**

For Cassini AACS, two aspects of pointing commands must be checked by the so-called Constraint Monitor (CMT) before they are implemented by the attitude controller.  

First, the per-axis slew rates and accelerations are checked against a set of rate and acceleration limits that represents the capability of the thrusters (or a set of reaction wheels). Any per-axis rates or accelerations that is higher than its CMT limits will be “truncated” by the CMT. Only the truncated slew command is used by the attitude controller. CMT also checks to make sure that the angle between a specific body vector and an inertial vector (usually the Sun-line vector) is larger than a pre-selected threshold. For example, the bore-sight vector of the narrow angle camera must NOT be closer than 12° relative to the Sun-line vector (actually, any part of the Sun). The commanded S/C attitude will be altered by the CMT if a geometric constraint violation is anticipated by the CMT. See also the section entitled “Ground Simulation and Tools – Keys to Finding Errors”.

Pre-launch, many engineers worked on the designs and testing of AACS hardware and software. Knowledge of the limitations of the attitude control subsystem must be recorded and passed to the mission operations team to ensure spacecraft safety. One efficient way to transfer the knowledge is for the design and test teams to write “flight rules” for the Operations team to follow during mission operations. The rationales behind the needs to enforce these rules must be clearly stated. Flight rules must be enforced until they are no longer applicable. Approved flight rules could be “retired” after the launch event. On the other hand, new flight rules are written in order to incorporate lessons learned from flight experience gained via mission operations. See also the section entitled “Avoiding Human Errors.”

**SPACECRAFT POINTING CONTROL AND STABILITY PERFORMANCE**

Spacecraft pointing control error is defined by the angle between the actual pointing direction and the desired pointing direction of a specific on-board body vector. The spacecraft pointing-control requirement is driven by the need to guarantee that the selected science target falls inside the field of view (FOV) of the science instrument. If the 2-mrad (radial 99%) pointing control requirement (see Table 1) for NAC is met, the captured image is guaranteed to fall inside the 6.1×6.1-mrad FOV of the NAC. As given in Reference
23, the flight performance of the Cassini spacecraft RWA-based pointing control and pointing knowledge are 0.639 and 0.629 mrad (radial 99%), respectively. Obviously, both the inertial pointing-control and pointing-knowledge requirements (listed in Table 1) are met with margins.

Spacecraft pointing stability is defined by the angle variation of the actual pointing direction of an on-board body vector over a time duration called “exposure time” (or “dwell time”). The spacecraft pointing stability requirement is driven by the need to ascertain that, over the exposure time of the imaging, incoming photons are “focused” on the intended set of camera charge-coupled device pixels. If the instrument moves during the exposure time, photons fall on that set of pixels as well as neighboring pixels, and a fuzzy image results. The specific pointing stability requirement selected corresponds to a tolerable degradation of image quality. Selected Cassini pointing stability requirements are also given in Table 1.23

Sources of jitter inherent to the Cassini spacecraft include the reaction wheels’ static and dynamic imbalances, RWA bearing drag torque, and disturbance torque generated by sloshing motion of propellant in their tanks. Attitude determination sensor noise with a significant frequency content within the controller bandwidth looks like valid “commands” to the attitude controller. Accordingly, the controller generates control torque to cause the spacecraft attitude to follow these erroneous “commands.” This results in undesired spacecraft vibration.

In Reference 23, ten sets of “point and stare” science observation data were collected and analyzed to generate a range of Cassini’s pointing stability performance from 2003 through 2008 (prime mission was 2004–08). The dependency of the spacecraft pointing stability on exposure time, in log-log scale, is depicted in Figure 4. Superimposed on these plots is the pointing stability requirement mentioned in Table 1. These results overwhelmingly confirm that the Cassini pointing stability requirements are met with very significant margin. The quality of images returned by the high-resolution cameras provides ample evidence to this claim.

![Figure 4. Summary of X-axis RWA-based Pointing Stability](image)

**RWA CONTROLLER DESIGN AND BEARING DRAG TORQUE ESTIMATOR**11,12,24

The reaction wheel assemblies are used primarily for attitude control when precise and stable pointing of a science instrument is required during the prime mission phase. The RWA controller consists of a bearing drag torque estimator in the FSW. With this drag torque compensation system, regardless of whether the bearing drag torque is at its nominal level or is elevated due to anomalous bearing performance, the appropriately compensated motor torque command will be sent. As a result, impacts of
the bearing drag on the S/C attitude control performance are minimized. This is one key reason why the Cassini pointing stability requirements are met with large margins as mentioned in the last section.

For Cassini, the drag torque estimator was designed to accurately track the bearing drag torque only in the steady state. When the physical drag torque changes due to, for example, a spin rate reversal (“zero-crossing”), the drag estimator can still track the physical drag torque but there will be transient tracking error. The faster the drag torque changes, the larger will be the tracking error. As a result, the drag torque estimator will not be able to fully compensate for the physical drag, and the spacecraft attitude control and stability performance will suffer as a result. As an example, as depicted in Figure 5, there was a “zero crossing” of the RWA-4 rate at 2013-DOY-005T18:24:11 (as indicated by a bold arrow head). As a result of the incomplete RWA-4 drag torque compensation, noticeable perturbations of all three per-axis S/C’s attitude control errors were observed soon after that rate reversal event. For Cassini, this isn’t a problem because of the large performance margin (see the last section) and the transient nature of the performance degradation. However, for missions without the benefit of large performance margin, a more capable drag torque estimator that can better track transient drag “spikes” will be needed.

Since the year 2000, all Cassini RWA bearings experienced a class of anomalous drag torque that were generally “spiky” in nature. The drag spikes usually occurred at a time when the RWA was maintained at a constant spin rate for a long period of time. In this spin condition, the expected level of RWA bearing drag torque is nearly constant. However, drag torque spikes were often observed superimposed on the “constant” drag torque. The initial sudden rise in drag torque was often time followed by either a rapid (several minutes) or gradual (several hours) exponential decay to the nominal drag level. The spikes have a wide range of magnitudes and they occurred in a wide range of RWA spin rate conditions. A representative set of these RWA drag spikes is given in Figure 6. Again, the implemented Cassini RWA drag torque estimator could not fully compensate for these drag spikes, and the spacecraft attitude control and stability performance degraded slightly if the drag spikes are large. This is another reason to implement a more capable drag torque estimator that can better track transient drag “spikes”. More discussions on drag torque compensation control schemes are given in Ref. 66.

Figure 5. Transients of S/C Attitude Errors Caused by RWA-4 Rate Reversal on 2013-DOY-005.
In preparation for the extensive use of reaction wheels in the prime science mission (which started on July 1, 2004), the operations team began to develop and use a ground software tool named RBOT in early 2001. This software tool is used by the operation team to select an optimal set of RWA bias rates so that the total RWA dwell time inside the problematic sub-EHD (elasto-hydrodynamic) region can be minimized. As mentioned above, the use of reaction wheels for spacecraft attitude control is subject to three RWA speed constraints. The combination of these low and high-speed RWA spin rate constraints can present a significant challenge to the Cassini operation team on the use of RWAs to support a multitude of science slews over a long period of time. The ground software tool RBOT was developed by the Cassini operations team for the management of the Cassini RWA consumables.\textsuperscript{12}

Given the predicted time histories of the spacecraft’s attitude and attitude rate commands (to support science slews), from the start to the end of an RWA biasing time segment, RBOT will select a set of optimal biasing rates for the three prime RWAs that minimizes a cost function. The cost function is designed to enforce the operational constraints described earlier (see Reference \textsuperscript{12} on the definition of this function). However, for biasing segments with very complex science observations, it is possible that even the best set of RWA bias rates might still contain prolonged periods of spin rate dwelling inside the sub-EHD region. In this situation, one or more of the following remedial actions should be aggressively pursued to protect the wheels: 1) break the problematic biasing segment into two or more shorter segments; and 2) modify some problematic science observation sequence designs (e.g., slew the S/C using a set of slower rate and/or acceleration profile limits) to allow RBOT to find solutions without long dwelling inside the sub-EHD region. Disciplined and long-term use of RBOT has led to a significant reduction in the daily consumption rate of the RWA low-rpm dwell time. For example, the consumption rates of the three prime wheels’ low-rpm times were 2.5 hours per day (each) in 2005–2006. By the year 2010–2013, the consumption rates were reduced to 0.35 hours per day (each). This drop in the low-rpm dwell time is due mainly to the disciplined use of RBOT.

![Figure 6. Spiky drag torque observed at a RWA-1 spin rate of -600 rpm on 2006-DOY-038](image)
Many spacecraft with attitude controlled by reaction wheels (or control moment gyroscopes) have encountered bearing-related flight anomalies. Over the past nineteen years, the Cassini mission control team has learned many useful lessons. These lessons are listed below (in random order).

1. Trend RWA performance, beginning with wheel acceptance tests and throughout mission operations, to identify potential limitations on reaction wheel lifespan.
2. Implement a reaction wheel drag torque estimator in the flight software to provide ground visibility of any anomalous bearing drag conditions.
3. To assist in minimizing the time the wheels spend inside the sub-EHD region, develop and use a ground software tool (e.g., RBOT) to carefully manage RWA biasing events.
4. Aggressively and constantly look out for opportunities in science observation sequence designs that can reduce low-rpm RWA operations.
5. Besides the spin rates of the reaction wheels, probably the next most influential parameter that controls the performance of the bearing lubrication system is the bearing temperature. The bearing temperature must be carefully monitored.
6. Where RWA performance data indicates that the RWA lifespan may be constrained, take measures to mitigate the mission impact. For example, control the spacecraft’s attitude using thrusters before the start of the prime mission and for observations with pointing stability requirements that could be easily achieved using thrusters.
7. Review the FP design to identify its vulnerability when RWA drag torque becomes elevated.
8. Design, test, and exercise contingency procedures that will be needed to recover the S/C from a safing state that is caused by a degraded/failed RWA.
9. If unambiguous bearing degradation trends are observed in multiple reaction wheels well before the end of the prime (or extended) mission, it is important to get ready with the implementation planning of a contingency hybrid controller (S/C attitude is controlled by a combination of thrusters and RWA).

**IMPACTS OF RWA INDUCED VIBRATIONS ON SCIENCE INSTRUMENT OPERATIONS**

The Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) is one of the key Cassini remote sensing science instruments. In Figure 1, it is located just underneath the two star trackers. It captures infrared light and splits the light into its component wavelengths (or colors). It then measures the strength of the light at each of those wavelengths primarily to measure the temperature of objects, but also their composition. The moving scan mechanism subassembly of CIRS includes the optical and mechanical components in the optics assembly required for moving the interferometer mirrors to permit controlled sampling in the optical path difference. The scanning mirrors are normally maintained at a constant scan velocity. Strong external disturbances at the CIRS base plate can cause large scan velocity variations that disrupt the regular sampling process. This results in too many samples in the CIRS interferograms (raw data) that degrades the CIRS data. A key disturbance force comes from the static and dynamic imbalances of the three spinning reaction wheels. There are other microphonic sources on the spacecraft but only the attitude control RWA cannot be powered off at the time of CIRS operations.

Pre-launch, the impact of spacecraft vibrations on CIRS operations was a concern. Workshops on the S/C microphonic environment were conducted to address this concern. The evaluation of the effect of RWA induced vibration on the CIRS operation consists of three “components”: [1] the measured force output of the Cassini RWA over a range of spin rates, [2] measurement of the transfer function between the RWA force and the CIRS base vibration, as measured using the Cassini DTM (Developmental Test Model), and [3] the sensitivity of the CIRS scan velocity error due to the base vibration. In addition to this type of component-level evaluation, the RWA-to-CIRS end-to-end measurements had also been performed on the spacecraft.

Inflight, CIRS calibration data were found to be impacted by disturbances generated by RWA. This is the case in spite of the fact the static and dynamic imbalances of the reaction wheels are at least a factor of three smaller (that is, better) than their respective requirements. Correlation analyses between RWA’s spin rate and the fraction of good CIRS calibration data indicated that low RWA rpm led to low data loss (that is, most calibration data are good). But when the RWA operated at high rpm (>1,300 rpm), calibration data loss become significant. The productivity of the CIRS science investigation was affected. Multiple options
have been employed to mitigate the data loss. In some science sequences, AACS team biased the RWA in order to operate them at rates lower than 1,300 rpm. This approach was only limited to cases when the resultant sub-EHD time of the wheel bearings isn’t too long. An alternative remedy is to extend the duration of the CIRS calibration period in order to provide more data to compensate for those “contaminated” by RWA interference. These and other remedial options provided up to about 70–80% return of the CIRS calibration data. Missions with science instruments whose operations are sensitive to low-level vibrations should pay attention to microphonics generated by RWA imbalances. The evaluation of the RWA-to-instrument impact should be performed conservatively.

**TUNING OF RCS ATTITUDE CONTROLLER PARAMETERS**

After crossing 2.5 A.U. from the Sun, ground communication with the Cassini spacecraft was switched from LGA to HGA. This required tightening the RCS controller dead-band (DB) from [20, 20, 20] to [2, 2, 20] mrad about the S/C’s X, Y, and Z-axis, respectively. This new deadband significantly increased the consumption rates of the two thruster consumables (on/off thruster cycles and hydrazine cost). Following the completion of the inner Solar cruise phase, the AACS team tuned the RCS controller parameters to improve these consumption rates ahead of the long outer Solar cruise phase.

During periods when fast changes in S/C attitude are not required, the RCS controller reverts from the conventional BOB control algorithm (“high rate” mode) to the Adaptive Pulse Width Adjuster mode (APWA, also known as “low rate” mode). The APWA logic is quite simple: The next thruster “on-time” is the last thruster “on-time” multiplied by a factor: \( \text{Factor} = \frac{\sqrt{L_2} + \sqrt{L_3}}{\sqrt{L_1} + \sqrt{L_2}} \). Here, \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) are the “normalized” spacecraft angular excursions travelled by two previous one-sided dead-band excursions (see Figure 7). The normalization is made with respect to the two-sided dead-band. \( L_3 \) is the desired normalized excursion of the next cycle. With this logic, if \( L_1 \) is smaller than \( L_3 \), then \( \text{Factor} > 1 \), and the next pulse width will be larger than the last pulse width, and vice versa. The size of \( L_3 \) was selected to achieve an angular excursion that is as large as possible but without “touching” the dead-band boundary. The expected benefits of changing \( L_3 \) was to reduce the number of two-sided dead-band motion and thereby reduce the average hydrazine consumption rate.

In the presence of a very small environmental torque that cannot reverse the polarity of the attitude rate (resulted from the last thruster firing) within the ±DB space, two-sided dead-band resulted. In this case, we select a multiplication factor of 0.6 to lower the thruster firing time for the next pulse. In addition, the commanded dead-band size is also increased slightly by a small step. That step is specified by the FSW parameter named “Walking Deadband Step” (WDS). A maximum of five “walking” steps outside the dead-band boundary are allowed. The expected effect of the changing WDS was to reduce the number of multiple pulses during two-sided dead-banding. This is important because for each thruster, the maximum allowable thruster on/off cycle for the entire mission is limited to less than 273,000 cycles.

![Figure 7. Cassini Z-axis Attitude Control Error on 2001-DOY-204.](image_url)
Two in-flight tunings were performed to determine the effectiveness of two new values of WDS and $\sqrt{L_3}$. The first test was performed from 2001-DOY140-T16:33:03 to 2001-DOY-144T12:22:54 with the WDS changed from 120 to 200 $\mu$m. The second test was performed from 2001-DOY-203T16:03:30 to 2001-DOY-206T15:52:10 with $\sqrt{L_3}$ changed from $\sqrt{0.75}$ to $\sqrt{0.5}$. Test results were analyzed by both the AACS and Propulsion teams. Their analyses of data from the first test indicated a 19.3% reduction in the total number of thruster valve cycles and a corresponding 2.5% reduction in hydrazine consumption. For the second test, a 41% reduction in the hydrazine consumption was found. Based on these positive flight results, these new parameter values were made permanent in the AACS FSW.

The Cassini RCS controller design has a logic to autonomously switch between the “high rate” and “low-rate” RCS control modes. This high-to-low mode switch is performed if both the rate command and rate error signal are persistently low (<0.05 mrad/s) for a period of time $T_{\text{switch}}$. Based on pre-launch simulation results, $T_{\text{switch}}$ was selected to be 10 min. Post-launch, $T_{\text{switch}}$ was lengthened to 40 min., resulting in reductions in the consumption rates of both propellant and thruster on/off cycle. This is another example on the need to revisit the values of controller parameter selected pre-launch which are often time done without a good knowledge of the environmental torque imparted on the spacecraft.

In conclusion, for mission with RCS thrusters having small minimum impulse bit, the RCS controller should be designed with an APWA-like logic to achieve single-sided deadband. Via in-flight tuning, the logic could significantly reduce the consumption rates of two key thruster consumables (thruster on/off cycle and hydrazine cost) during the long RCS-controlled cruise phase of the mission.

ESTIMATION OF TITAN AND ENCELADUS ATMOSPHERIC DENSITIES USING ATTITUDE CONTROL DATA$^{26-29}$

One of the major science objectives of the Cassini mission is an investigation of Titan’s atmosphere constituent abundance. To this end, the instrument Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) plays a key role.$^{1,30}$ Also, the Huygens Atmospheric Structure Instrument (HASI), mounted on the ESA Huygens probe, sampled and determined Titan’s atmosphere density (as a function of Titan-relative altitude) during the Probe’s 2.5-hour descent through Titan’s atmosphere on January 14, 2005. Post-launch, the AACS team devised a methodology to estimate Titan atmospheric density using RCS thruster data collected during low-altitude Titan flybys. These AACS-centric density estimates are used to calibrate and supplement density estimated using science instruments.$^{30}$

The Cassini spacecraft attitude is controlled by RCS thrusters during all low-altitude (<1,300 km) Titan flybys. Thrusters are fired to overcome environmental torque imparted on the spacecraft due to Titan atmosphere as well as to slew the spacecraft to meet the pointing needs of science instruments (such as INMS). Obviously, the denser Titan’s atmosphere is, the more thruster firings will be needed. In other words, thruster firing telemetry data could be used to estimate the three per-axis torques imparted on the spacecraft due to Titan’s atmosphere. Titan atmospheric density (as a function of altitude) could be estimated from the computed time-varying atmospheric torque if we know the spacecraft velocity relative to Titan, the projected area of the spacecraft on a plane perpendicular to the velocity vector, the offset distance between the S/C’s center of mass (c.m.) and center of pressure (c.p.), as well as the drag coefficient. Details of this methodology are given in Refs. 26–27. The uncertainty of Titan atmospheric density estimated using this methodology is related to the following error sources: the spacecraft projected area, the cp-to-cm offset distance, etc. The one-sigma estimated uncertainty of the computed atmospheric density is 6%.$^{26-27}$

At the time this paper was being prepared, the methodology had been applied on attitude control telemetry data from 43 low-altitude Titan flybys executed in 2005–2013.$^{28}$ It had also been applied on data from 5 additional low-altitude Titan flybys executed in 2012–14.$^{29}$ These density estimates made using GNC data provided the Cassini project with a wealth of Titan atmospheric density data that was used to calibrate INMS-based density estimate.$^{30}$ This methodology is a significant contribution the AACS team has made to the attainment of a key Cassini science objective. A similar approach has also been used to estimate the Enceladus plume density.$^{31-33}$
**ESTIMATION OF UNWANTED ΔV GENERATED BY THRUSTER FIRINGS**

Figure 8 (from Reference 1) shows the locations of the four thruster pods that are mounted on a structure that is attached to the lower equipment module of the spacecraft base body. RCS thrusters are used to perform many AACS functions throughout the Cassini mission. During the cruise phase, they are used to maintain the attitude of the spacecraft, to slew the spacecraft, to detumble the spacecraft after it was separated from the launch vehicle, and to execute small ΔV burns. During the Tour phase, thrusters are used to bias the RWA moment and to control the spacecraft attitude during low-altitude Titan flybys. However, during these activities, Y-facing thrusters are always fired in pair. Hence, the forces generated by these Y-facing thrusters will cancel each other, and the ΔV imparted on the spacecraft will be negligible. On the other hand, the firings of Z-facing thrusters will generate unwanted ΔV on the spacecraft since they all point in the same direction. These unwanted ΔV will impact the spacecraft flight path and must be predicted by the AACS team for the Navigation team.

![Figure 8. Cassini Thruster Pod Location and Thruster Orientations](image)

The linear momenta imparted on the spacecraft due to the firings of the Z-facing thrusters could be estimated by multiplying the thruster magnitude with the on-time of the four Z-facing thrusters. However, thrusters do not respond “instantaneously” to their firing commands. There is an “on/off” delay time between the firing command and the time thrust is generated. Thereafter, thrust magnitude will increase with time exponentially (with a “rise” time constant) to its steady state value. Similarly, after the termination of the firing command, thrust magnitude will decay exponentially (with a “fall” time constant) to zero. The Cassini AACS flight software uses the calibrated magnitudes of the thruster’s force, on/off delay time, rise/fall time constants, and the estimated mass of the spacecraft to estimate unwanted ΔV. These parameters are routinely updated via ground command based on maneuver navigation reconstruction. The estimated thruster magnitudes and rise/fall time constants could also be trended to monitor the health of the thrusters.

In-flight, the AACS team uses a ground software tool named KPT (Kinematic Prediction Tool) to automate the prediction of ΔV (see also the section entitled “Ground Simulation and Tools”). The AACS team also uses FSDS (Flight Software Development System) to predict the ΔV imparted on the S/C due to RWA biasing events, RWA drag torque characterization tests, as well as during low-altitude Titan flybys. The ΔV magnitudes predicted by the FSDS are typically more accurate than those predicted by KPT because attitude control thruster firings are accounted for in FSDS-based simulation (but not so in KPT). The requirement on the ΔV prediction accuracy, as imposed by the Navigation team on the AACS team, is ≤2.5 mm/s. In-flight, this ΔV prediction accuracy was usually met with significant margin – typical errors are ±0.25 mm/s. But the requirement was violated five times due to ground software prediction limitations and one time due to a human error. The ISA (Incident-Surprise-Anomaly report) of these violations contain root causes that were studied and the ground software tools amended. Distribution statistics of AACS-centric ISA are given in the appendix.

**ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FAULT PROTECTION DESIGN**

There are two fundamental Cassini AACS FP requirements. Firstly, during all mission phases, the spacecraft must be able to “Fail Safe” by autonomously locating and isolating any single failure, recovering
to a thermally safe and command-able attitude, and then waiting for further instructions from the ground operators. Secondly, during a few time-critical events (including Launch, SOI, and Probe relay), the spacecraft cannot afford to simply isolate a failure and wait for ground instruction. In these “time-critical” events, the spacecraft must “Fail Operational” by autonomously recovering to a much larger set of its capabilities and then proceeding with a previously uplinked “critical” command sequence.

The architecture of the FP flight software algorithms that perform autonomous detection, isolation, and recovery from failures of AACS equipment and AACS-controlled propulsion elements is described in Reference 40. The front end of this architecture is a set of error monitors. Error monitors test the performance of AACS sensors, actuators, or functions (e.g., attitude estimation) against expectations. Deviations between the actual and expected performance are gauged against a pre-selected set of “thresholds.” An error monitor is “triggered” if its threshold is exceeded for a time duration that is longer than a persistence limit. Pre-launch, both the thresholds and persistence limits of all the error monitors were carefully selected by a team of FP engineers using ground-based test results. Flight experience indicated that most of these parameters were well selected but some thresholds and persistence limits must be changed in-flight because of anomalous sensor performance experienced post-launch or the presence of environmental torques.

The Cassini AACS FP design contains more than four hundred error monitors. Not all error monitors are active during a particular spacecraft activity, but a large number of them are. The performance of these active error monitors must be monitored even if none of them are triggered. This is because one or more “un-triggered” error monitors might be a “hair line” away from being triggered. To monitor the performance of these error monitors, the “High Water Marks” (HWM) of the error monitors are computed by the FSW and sent down as telemetry. To efficiently gauge the performance of hundreds of error monitors, we first convert the HWM data into percentages of their respective thresholds. Computed values of these “percentages” are then displayed graphically (see Figure 9). One glance at this plot will provide the AACS FP engineer with a quick assessment of the FP performance. For example, from Figure 9, we see that the threshold of the error monitor named “IRU Parity Violation” (IPV) error monitor has been violated. Also, if the threshold of an error monitor was poorly selected pre-launch, one will see that the value of percentage quantity will always hover near 90–100%. A revision of the threshold might then be necessary.

Figure 9. In-flight Monitoring of the AACS Error Monitor Performance
Selections of error monitors’ thresholds and persistence limits involved compromises. If the threshold is set too low, the monitor will be triggered even when there isn’t any problem. This is a “false alarm” scenario. On the other hand, if the threshold is set too high, an abnormality might escape detection when a FP response is warranted. This is a “missed detection” scenario. In flight, the AACS FP team uses the graphical tool described above to gauge whether the thresholds and persistence limits selected pre-launch represent good compromises. An example that is related to the error monitor IPV is given below.

Nominally, the prime IRU consists of three prime gyros and a “parity checking” gyro. With carefully selected weights, the weighted sum of these four gyro outputs (called parity) could be made very close to zero. If the parity sum is larger than a threshold for a time duration that is longer than a persistence limit, a fault is assumed to have affected at least one of these four gyros. In August 2000, the persistence limit was raised from 1 to 1.5 s in order to provide margin against false alarms due to occasional occurrences of gyro “spikes”. Spikes are transient events triggered by the deposit of high-energy ions and/or protons on the gyro’s input buffer. These transient events were not anticipated when the original persistence limit of IPV was selected. By raising the limit from 1 to 1.5 s, we have avoided “false alarms” of the IPV monitor. Similar “tuning” of fault protection parameters occurred several times infight. Some of these changes are permanent, others are temporary. The effectiveness of the modified FP parameters must be monitored.

**SPACECRAFT COMMANDING AND SAFE MODE**

Cassini is designed to take care of itself, but to accomplish science and engineering activities the ground team operates the spacecraft using stored sequences of commands. Sequences are time-ordered sets of commands that are recognized by the onboard flight computers. Each command has a time-tag and that command is issued at that time. In practice, a sequence begins at a specific UTC (Coordinated Universal Time, onboard UTC is called SCET for Spacecraft Event Time) and each subsequent command is sequenced a given number of integer seconds after the previous command is issued. Commands are grouped into sequences that span many weeks. The ground team usually builds a background sequence about 5 months before it is uplinked to the spacecraft. Each background sequence spans about 10 weeks. If sequence S98 is executing onboard, sequence S99 is uplinked about one week prior to the end of S98 so that it is resident and ready to execute when S98 finishes. In parallel, the ground team is preparing sequence S100 and is planning S101.

Along with background sequences, mini-sequences and other real-time commands are designed for activities that cannot accommodate a 5-month lead time. These smaller sets of commands are also time-ordered and can run in parallel with an onboard background sequence. For example, the S98 background sequence may issue a command to turn the spacecraft to Earth-point at time T0. The turn takes 10 minutes, and when complete the spacecraft is tracking (pointing at) the Earth until another command is issued to begin a roll about the HGA axis at T0 + 30 minutes. The roll finishes at T0 + 4 hours. A ΔV maneuver mini-sequence is uplinked at T0 + 30 minutes and reaches the spacecraft at T0 + 2 hours. This mini-sequence will begins executing at T0 + 5 hours by warming up the accelerometer. It commands main engine burn ignition at T0 + 6 hours. Both the background sequence and the ΔV mini-sequence are running concurrently and care must be taken that they don’t clash. An even smaller real-time command file could be uplinked at T0 + 1 hour to specify downlink data rates after the maneuver is complete. All three sequences can run concurrently.

To meet the “Fail Safe” requirement, Cassini FP design will autonomously locate and isolate any single failure, and recover to a thermally safe and command-able attitude on thruster control. This process is commonly called a “safing” event. If safe mode is triggered, all stored sequences stop executing. Cassini autonomously turns to the “nominal” safe mode attitude. An onboard “safe table” contains the vectors that define the safe mode attitude (along with an angular offset). This table can be changed via sequenced command. When Cassini was in the inner solar system, the nominal safe mode attitude was (see Table 2): NEG_Z to SUN (primary), POS_X to J2000Z (secondary). This insured both commandability through an onboard low-gain antenna and a thermally safe spacecraft.
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Table 2. Examples of “Safe” Table Vectors that define the Safing Attitude

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safing Attitude</th>
<th>Primary Vector Pair</th>
<th>Secondary Vector Pair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Safe Attitude</td>
<td>NEG_Z to SUN</td>
<td>POS_X to J2000Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGA Safe Attitude</td>
<td>NEG_Z to EARTH</td>
<td>POS_X to J2000Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In almost all cases, -Z (NEG_Z) to Sun does not permit downlink through the HGA (Earth-point is required). Therefore, a safe mode event required ground commanding even to achieve Earth-point. About 16 months before Saturn arrival, ground controllers uplinked new flight software that updated the on-board safe mode fault response. The goal was to try to minimize the complexity of reestablishing normal operations if a fault were to occur. The safe mode response will still begin by commanding the nominal Sun-pointed safe mode attitude, but after 60 minutes, fault protection algorithm will command a “High-Gain Antenna” safe mode attitude. By pointing the HGA towards Earth, engineering telemetry data will be receivable and this allows ground controllers to more rapidly assess and respond to the spacecraft anomaly that triggered the safe mode response. This HGA-safing algorithm in system fault protection has demonstrated its vital value several times in flight.

Each component of the Cassini AACS flight system defaults to a safe state upon any detected deviation, and recovery is aided by ample diagnostic information.39 AFC bus communication watchdog timers are used as well as a heartbeat signal that AACS sends to the command and data computer every second. Were a heartbeat loss to occur, or a peripheral watchdog timer to expire, the AFC or peripheral would be commanded to reset. In these serious cases, the HGA-safing algorithm is inhibited – meaning that the spacecraft turns to Sun-point and stays there until ground controllers respond.

Both Sun and Earth-pointed safing attitudes need to be thermally safe and provide a clear star field for the SRU. J2000Z is the Earth’s spin axis at the January 1, 2000 epoch (the Z-axis of the J2000 inertial frame.) At Saturn, the clear star field preference is non-trivial: the rings, the planet, and bright moons require changes to the safe table depending on Cassini’s orbital inclination and proximity to these celestial bodies. The only cases where the HGA safing algorithm will not run are those that involve severe computer or severe attitude control faults. For those cases, the spacecraft will command the Sun-pointed attitude and ground controllers will not receive telemetry until they explicitly command an Earth-pointed attitude.

A complete list of safing events of the Cassini mission is given in Table 3. The “Cruise” phase of the Cassini mission was from launch (October 15, 1997) to December 31, 2003. In this 2,267-day period, the spacecraft attitude was mostly controlled by thrusters. Four safing events and an unexpected transition from RWA to RCS event were triggered during the cruise phase, wasting 909.52 gram of hydrazine. The “Tour” phase of the Cassini mission was from Jan 1, 2004 (start of the “approach science” phase) to September 15, 2017. In this 5,003-day period, the spacecraft attitude was mostly controlled by reaction wheels. Two safing events were triggered during the Tour phase, wasting 107.39 gram of hydrazine. Note that in Table 3, safing events 1, 2, 2a, and 4 were caused by anomalous AACS performance. Safing events 3, 5, and 6 were caused by anomalous CDS (Command Data System) performance.

Table 3. Cassini Safing Events, October 1997 – January 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Safing</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Hydrazine [g]</th>
<th>Root Cause(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1998-DOY-083</td>
<td>67.85</td>
<td>A swap of tracker triggered a “large Z/σ ratio” monitor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1999-DOY-012</td>
<td>90.64</td>
<td>Slow roll tripped a “large Z/σ ratio” error monitor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>2000-DOY-350</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>Low-rpm RWA operation led to high bearing drag. A triggered “Excessive RWA rate error” monitor caused a RWA-to-RCS transition without calling safing. Subsequent science mosaic slews on thrusters wasted significant hydrazine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2001-DOY-130</td>
<td>106.70</td>
<td>Caused by a CDS configuration management error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2003-DOY-132</td>
<td>82.33</td>
<td>Missing an IVT (Inertial Vector Table) target vector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2007-DOY-254</td>
<td>68.18</td>
<td>SSPPS (solid state power switch) of TWTA-B line was tripped off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2010-DOY-307</td>
<td>39.21</td>
<td>File corruption causing swap from CDS-A to B.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since Cassini launched in 1997, Cassini has put itself into safe mode a total of six times. Considering the complexity of demands the mission operation team has made on Cassini, the spacecraft has performed exceptionally well. This record supports the claim that the spacecraft is well designed and the Cassini Spacecraft Operations (SCO) team is well trained. Many members of the SCO team have been with the project since before launch, and their skills have been sharpened via Operational Readiness Tests (ORT) conducted by the SCO leadership. Their knowledge and training have enabled quick recoveries from the safe mode and to resume the mission.

ENGINE-BASED ΔV CONTROL AND OPERATIONAL ISSUES

Delta V maneuver performance on Cassini has been outstanding. Since launch, 490 maneuvers have been planned. About 130 of those were cancelled as they were not needed. The NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) support has been excellent – not a single maneuver was missed and maneuver telemetry playback has been excellent. Maneuver design always includes a nominal (prime) design, and a backup design. The backup is performed if the prime maneuver does not execute, or very rarely, if there is a compelling navigation or operations reason why the backup maneuver is preferable. The backup is typically scheduled 24 hours after the prime maneuver. A typical maneuver DSN pass is 9 hours in duration with burn ignition planned 6 hours into the track. DSN maneuver tracks are thus scheduled in pairs – A 9-hour track for the prime, followed 24 hours later by a 9-hour backup track. A maneuver sequence is typically uplinked during the DSN track in which it will execute. This lets the ground team use the most up-to-date navigation data in designing the maneuver. In some cases, if orbit determination is stable and there is a significant ΔV penalty to fall to the backup, it is desirable to uplink the prime maneuver 1 or 2 days ahead of its execution time. This maximizes the chance of doing the prime maneuver and ensures that bad weather at a DSN station on the day of the maneuver will not affect its nominal execution.

Maneuvers are mini-sequences that overlay the Cassini background sequence. Ground rules are imposed on background sequence design so that maneuvers can be accommodated if needed but that can be seamlessly omitted too. For example, an RWA momentum bias may or may not be part of the maneuver sequence. But if a RWA bias needs to be guaranteed to occur, it is explicitly placed in the background sequence, independent of the maneuver. In those cases, it is placed during the maneuver window, but at a time after the maneuver is complete. The background RWA bias is placed 1.5 hours before the end of the 9-hour maneuver track. In some cases, the maneuver will command the RWAs to spin-down pre-burn, and spin back up post burn; the background bias then becomes redundant (this happens every ME maneuver on Cassini). In other cases, the RWA profile during a maneuver may be unfavorable (extended dwell time near zero-rpm, for example). Options include: (1) bracketing the maneuver with small RWA biases to improve the RWA profile; (2) placing a bias ahead of the maneuver, but having it match the background bias (which then becomes redundant).

The maneuver design process has to be rapid and robust. To achieve this, maneuver sequences are designed as “blocks” of time-ordered commands that are always issued. This provides great flexibility. Maneuver parameters are fed to the block including time parameters that permit variable-time activities. This ensures consistent commanding for maneuvers, and the expanded blocks can be carefully checked by the ground team prior to uplink. Most of the design occurs many days ahead of the maneuver, including early estimates by the navigation team of the orbit determination and burn ΔV vector. As the orbit determination is updated with more data, its effect on the maneuver (change in burn ΔV vector or turn times) can be evaluated and any problems mitigated. For example, an early OD (orbit determination) solution may produce a design that leads to an RWA over-speed issue. Options include slowing down the maneuver turns or bracketing the maneuver with RWA biases to avoid the problem.

A big effort was made to automate as much as possible the design and verification of maneuver sequences. The Maneuver Automation Software (MAS) ground tool is the result of this effort. In less than 30 minutes, a complete maneuver sequence can be designed and verified using MAS. This tool ties many tools together. It runs on the Cassini operational computer network, but communicates directly with the navigation network too. Orbit determination and navigation maneuver design tools are run first. Then attitude control tools construct the vector and burn parameters needed to point the spacecraft and command the burn. Then sequence generation tools, known as SEQGEN and SEQTRAN, are automatically run to expand the maneuver block, check it, and generate uplinkable products. Then an extensive series of checks
are performed on the maneuver products, including kinematic, thermal, and RWA momentum predicts to ensure correctness and compliance with all flight rules. Commands to suspend star identification (if needed) due to Saturn, rings, or other bright bodies are merged to create the final products.

One important lesson from Cassini maneuver design is that over the course of the mission a large number of changes occurred that affected the basic design of the maneuver sequence. Had maneuver design and implementation been placed in onboard flight software, this would have caused major problems. Ground tools are much easier to update and validate than flight software. Changes such as swapping to the backup thruster branch, allowing longer settling time after maneuver completion for flexible magnetometer and propellant slosh modes to dampen out, adding a 0.9° pointing offset to account for an unobservable mounting error in the rocket engine assembly – all these would have caused substantial flight software changes if the process were mostly onboard. The ground maneuver block is configuration controlled, but can be updated much more easily than flight software.

Burn execution error is a measure of how closely the spacecraft achieves the desired maneuver ΔV. The ability to accurately achieve the desired ΔV is important to Cassini mission operations and planning. For example, if ME burn ΔV execution was only accurate to 5%, the mission would have used up all of its bi-propellant years ago. If burn execution was perfect, there would be more propellant available and the mission might have lasted beyond 2017. Since ΔV is a vector quantity, burn execution error has a magnitude and a direction (see Table 1). The magnitude error is referred to as an under-burn if the achieved ΔV is less than the desired ΔV. An over-burn means the achieved ΔV is greater than the desired ΔV.

For ME burns, a key sensor on Cassini is the single-axis (spacecraft Z-axis) ACC. Accumulated ΔV from this sensor has been used for each one of the 183 main engines burns since launch. Each burn has cutoff at the targeted ΔV magnitude. A back-up timer, normally set at 5% above the nominal burn duration, has never been triggered in flight. The Cassini ACC bias has been stable (and is calibrated prior to every ME burn) throughout the 19 years of the Cassini mission. The ACC bias showed more variation in the early days of the mission, perhaps due to solar heating effects when Cassini was traveling through the inner solar system.

The ACC scale factor is key in main engine burn magnitude execution error. Calibrating the scale factor is done on the ground using Doppler-derived execution errors over many in-flight burns, and any adjustment is carefully considered and tested before an on-board update (which requires a FSW patch). The Cassini ACC scale factor has been updated four times in flight. The first update after TCM-1 was a 1% change to match the ground-calibrated value. Between 2000 and 2009, three updates, each 0.06% or less, were made to the ACC scale factor based on reconstructions of the most recent navigation Doppler flight data to that point. In 2009, an adjustment of 3 mm/s to another FSW parameter (ME tail-off impulse) was made in the ME cutoff logic due to a consistent ME under-burn. Since 2009, the scale factor and its onboard estimate has been very steady and now the biggest source of uncertainty in ME burn magnitude is the amount of thruster firings that occur following ME burn cutoff. Following maneuver cutoff, attitude control switches back from TVC to RCS control. In some cases, cutoff occurs while the attitude control error is above the RCS “deadband” threshold, leading to more thruster firings as the RCS controller dampens out the error after cutoff. Thruster firings during this period can vary from 2 to 7 mm/s of additional ΔV post-cutoff, and the random magnitude cannot be accurately predicted a priori.

Early in the mission, an error in the FSW ME ΔV magnitude logic was detected thanks to high-fidelity ground simulations of ME burns. In preparing for the second ME burn of the mission, simulations showed a 1% underburn in the 450 m/s Deep Space Maneuver (DSM). Originally this was thought to be an error in flight software estimation of the ΔV magnitude, but FSDS simulations also showed the 1% error in the “physics” or “true environment” accumulated ΔV. The FSW error was found in the ACC-sensing-axis to thrust-vector “de-projection” (the ACC sensing axis is offset from the thrust vector by about 7°) and fixed via a FSW patch prior to the DSM.

Spacecraft pointing during the burn is controlled by gimbaling of the main engine. Two linear engine gimbal actuators provide two-axis thrust vector control with the third axis (roll about the thrust vector) controlled by RCS thrusters. The main engine pre-aim thrust vector is a fixed but updateable vector in the spacecraft body frame. This body vector is used to pre-position the engine gimbals towards the approximate center-of-mass of the spacecraft. The commanded spacecraft burn attitude is defined by aligning the pre-aim vector with an inertially-fixed desired ΔV vector defined by the navigation team.
Main engine pointing accuracy can be enhanced by carefully selecting the ME pre-aim vector. At launch, the best estimate for the pre-aim was simply the vector connecting the engine gimbal with the center-of-mass of the spacecraft. But because knowledge of the center-of-mass in the S/C frame is uncertain, in practice the best method of selecting the pre-aim vector for the next ME burn is to adjust them based on recent navigation (e.g. Doppler) flight data.

RCS ΔV maneuvers are performed when the desired ΔV is less than what the main engine system can safely perform. At launch, this ΔV “cutoff” point was chosen to be about 0.5 m/s, but during Saturn operations ME burns were performed with ΔV targets as low as 0.27 m/s in order to conserve hydrazine. The shortest allowable ME burn duration, consistent with hardware requirements, is 1.0 second. The shortest ME burn actually performed was OTM-93 with a 0.27 m/s ΔV and a burn duration of 1.5 seconds. Now that the mission is reaching its conclusion with healthy B-branch thrusters and more than adequate hydrazine reserves, the cutoff is being moved back to near 0.5 m/s (to reserve the very limited ME bi-propellant for large burns).

RCS maneuvers are performed using the four 1-N -Z-facing thrusters. During the latter stages of the mission at Saturn, each thruster produces a force of about 0.6 N. The commanded spacecraft burn attitude for RCS ΔV maneuvers is defined by aligning the S/C -Z axis with an inertially-fixed desired ΔV vector defined by the navigation team. Since the accelerometer was designed for ME burns, the quantization of ACC ΔV measurements is not fine enough (1 ACC count equals about 4.5 Ns of impulse) to allow accurate estimates of ΔV during RCS burns. Instead, a “virtual accelerometer” is used which estimates thrust acceleration for each firing Z-thruster based on its on/off status, and on-board estimates of spacecraft mass and the nominal thrust for each thruster (parameters in the maneuver mini-sequence). From these quantities, the FSW computes an estimated acceleration for each firing thruster. In an RCS burn, all four Z-axis-facing thrusters are nominally firing together. Burn cutoff is commanded when the accumulated ΔV magnitude reaches the target. Without an explicit sensor, RCS burns are essentially “timed” burns where total thruster on-time is accumulated. So, ΔV magnitude execution error is directly related to the FSW estimates of the thruster forces. Ground tools estimate these forces using tank pressures and related propulsion system data, but the best way to keep the onboard settings accurate is to adjust them based on recent navigation (e.g. Doppler) flight data.

In 2008, the prime thruster A-branch experienced significant thrust force degradation which caused 2 of the 4 -Z-facing thrusters to lose 25-40% of their nominal thrust. This led to a 5% ΔV under-burn during a significant RCS ΔV maneuver. This is one limitation of timed burns. Using sensed acceleration in the onboard ΔV algorithm is the best way to avoid this, assuming a less-granular ACC onboard. Early in 2009, the ground team switched to the backup B-branch thrusters. As of December 2016, no significant
degradation has been observed on the B-branch. The cause of the A-branch degradation is not definitely known.\textsuperscript{51} Theories include catalyst bed contamination or unexpected degradation due to many years of minimum impulse bit attitude control followed by intensive thruster usage after arrival at Saturn.

RCS $\Delta V$ pointing execution errors are mainly a function of how close Cassini’s actual attitude follows the commanded burn attitude during the course of the burn. Cassini turns to the burn attitude using reaction wheels, so the pointing error at burn ignition is essentially zero. Just before ignition, a transition to RCS control occurs and the burn executes in RCS control while the reaction wheel momentum is held constant throughout the burn. Attitude control deadbands of 0.5˚ for the X and Y axes and 1˚ for the Z-axis limit the maximum attitude control error during and after the RCS burn. Since the center of mass is offset from the spacecraft centerline, 4 -Z thrusters firing at once do induce a torque that causes the attitude error to migrate to one side of the attitude control deadband. When an X or Y deadband is reached, 2 of the 4 -Z thrusters pulse off to provide torque to stop the growth of the attitude control error in that axis (if both deadbands are reached at the same time, 1 of the 4 -Z-thrusters pulses off). If the off-pulsing was just long enough to stop the growth of the attitude error, the attitude error would tend to chatter at the attitude control deadband (“ride the deadband”) during the burn. This is undesirable both for the thruster hardware itself (too many pulses) and would lead to the thrust vector staying offset from the desired burn attitude by 0.5˚ in the X and Y axes. This offset could be accounted for by biasing the initial attitude, but many pulses not only degrade the thruster hardware but introduce $\Delta V$ magnitude errors due to uncertainty in the rise time and tailoff impulse of each thruster pulse.

To avoid these problems, a pulse adjuster in the FSW is used to compute off-pulse duration. Different implementations are possible. One would be “phase plane” logic (commanding off-pulse durations based on a combination of attitude and attitude rate). On Cassini, an attitude error integrator or “summer” is used. The attitude control error during the burn is integrated and multiplied by a gain. This signal is used to lengthen the off-pulse duration in each spacecraft body axis. The larger the accumulated attitude error, the longer the off-pulse. The values of these integrators are carried over from one RCS burn to the next. This helps subsequent RCS burn avoid “riding the deadband” during the burn. This results in better pointing, longer off-pulses, and fewer total off-pulses. A disadvantage of the summer approach is that the summers start at zero and RCS burns early in the mission did tend to chatter near the deadband. It took a number of burns to charge up the summers to the point that the pulse-adjuster was able reduce the chattering and the pointing execution error. Also, flight computer resets can cause the summers to go back to zero, requiring a patch to return them to their earlier values.

The thruster off-pulsing is accounted for in the $\Delta V$ accumulator algorithm. Typically, off-pulsing accounts for about 10% of the burn duration (i.e. the thrusters are on about 90% of the time during the burn). Individual thrusters typically average between 80% and 100% “duty-cycle” on-time during RCS burns. The duty-cycles tend to be smaller the further away the center of mass shifts from the Z-axis of the spacecraft. The backup maximum burn timer must be selected including the effects of the off-pulsing. To date, all RCS $\Delta V$ maneuvers have cutoff at the accumulated (virtual) $\Delta V$ magnitude, rather than at the maximum burn timer.

Post-launch, the Cassini RCS $\Delta V$ execution accuracy (both magnitude and pointing) has improved steadily with flight experience.\textsuperscript{61} For example, the Gates proportional pointing accuracy of RCS burns improved from 12 mrad (1σ, see Table 1) pre-launch to 4.5 mrad by the time of OTM-328 (after 96 RCS $\Delta V$ burns). The corresponding Gates proportional magnitude accuracy of ME burns improved from 2% (1σ, see Table 1) pre-launch to 0.4%.\textsuperscript{61}

**OPERATIONAL LESSONS LEARNED: AVOIDING HUMAN ERROR\textsuperscript{62}**

Avoiding human error in spacecraft operations is a vital aspect of mission success, but it is often overlooked when a mission’s detailed requirements and capabilities are established. Many space missions have been degraded, or ended, due to human error during operations. Cassini is beginning its 20\textsuperscript{th} and final year in space and this year Cassini will fly inside the rings so the operations team is especially cognizant of the need to minimize the effects of human error. In any long duration mission, ground engineers or controllers will sometimes make mistakes, perhaps just through complacency. The goal is to establish a mission operations system – meaning an operations team and their tools and processes – that identifies and corrects mistakes before any incorrect commanding reaches the spacecraft.
The Cassini spacecraft was designed to be fault-tolerant and robust and great care was taken in building the spacecraft so that the computers, propellant tanks and lines, sensors, and actuators would last for at least a decade, and hopefully much longer. The design of the AACS flight software also aids operators: for example, it will reject any command to power off a required resource (for example, the prime IRU). The design also provides good visibility of spacecraft states. This is key in regular operations and is especially important if an anomaly causes autonomous fault protection action. On Cassini, a large dedicated buffer in the AFC, called the fault protection event log, contains the entire history, with time tags, of any onboard fault response. This kind of visibility greatly aids in understanding the root cause of a spacecraft anomaly.

Some mistakes occur because the ground controller did not follow a procedure correctly. Others occur because there is no documented procedure at all. Sometimes, an experienced engineer will go on vacation and not have an adequately trained backup. Other times, a new engineer will come on board and make a mistake that no one detects. Adequate training, having an experienced backup to check all flight products, regularly scheduled peer reviews of each command sequence product, and not rushing through a verification process to meet a deadline, all these and more have to be part of standard operating procedure. Attention to detail, flying what you test and testing what you are about to fly, these are not just truisms but are the only real way to successfully operate a complex spacecraft far from Earth.

An important way to track down and fix a human error is to test a spacecraft command sequence on the ground before it is uplinked to the spacecraft. A ground simulator, whether it is a laboratory with actual flight computers and avionics,\textsuperscript{53, 59–60} or a pure software simulation,\textsuperscript{36–38} will normally detect an error in a command sequence. The authors are aware of two missions in which tests were performed and violations in the form of plots were generated, but ground operators missed the violation because the simulation outputs did not clearly highlight the violations. The sequence was uplinked and the spacecraft went into safe mode as a result. Bottom line: make sure violations are clearly flagged, preferably in a violations report. And these violations reports must be respected: every entry in it must be either waived (with a clear reason) or fixed.

There are innumerable ways human error can creep into ground control operations, so the Cassini team keeps an updated database of anomalies for the life of the mission – from early in flight software and hardware development pre-launch, all the way through the end of the mission. This database is a JPL-wide resource and documents not just flight anomalies, but operations and ground software anomalies too. If a ground simulator detects a violation, but an engineer misreads it, the problem needs to be documented in the ground software anomaly database and corrected in a timely fashion. The anomaly should not be closed unless some direct action is taken to rectify it.

Basic to any spacecraft operational team is the need to maintain a team of experienced engineers to operate Cassini. Operations engineers are often categorized differently than design engineers. Designers are crucial to putting together a quality spacecraft that is durable. Operations engineers are usually not experts in the design and may have limited understanding of flight hardware or software details. Design engineers tend to work with cutting-edge technology where new designs or approaches are encouraged, while operations people tend to “stick with what works”. Designers are often labeled more “creative”, while operators are sometimes considered more “turn the crank” users with limited technical understanding.

However, real world experience suggests that actual designs can have many “traps” unless they are carefully informed by operational knowledge. A design that is easily broken or mishandled is a poor design. In spacecraft operations, it is the operators who come to know the actual performance of flight hardware and software. Operators on some space missions have to build a database of “idiosyncrasies” and troubleshoot around unwieldy designs. It can be hard to predict the behavior of some designs. A few spacecraft have onboard intelligent agent flight software that might override a commanded slew path, for example. But if real world experience demonstrates that the behavior of the agent cannot be routinely predicted, it may be of little value and can actually detract from stable operation.

The AACS operations team provides formal and informal tutorials to new AACS engineers to help them learn about the flight hardware and software, how the spacecraft is commanded and what telemetry is produced on a daily basis. A new analyst becomes acquainted with key ground software tools and processes to build and validate command sequences. She supports many meetings relating to science and engineering activities for a specific background sequence. He supports meetings on OTM preparation, approval and post-burn wrap-up. She monitors the actual OTM burn to develop a familiarity with real-time telemetry.
monitoring. He learns about ΔV maneuver execution error and how flight software parameter updates help minimize it. She learns under what conditions a fault protection response in the onboard flight software can become activated and autonomously issue commands onboard to recover after a hardware fault. He learns about how RWA health is optimized by judicious selection of RWA momentum commands at key intervals during a sequence.

A new AACS analyst learns about a key method of avoiding operational mistakes on Cassini – flight rules. Flight rules are operational limitations imposed by the spacecraft system design, hardware and software, violation of which would possibly result in spacecraft damage, loss of consumables, loss of mission objectives, loss and/or degradation of science, and less than optimal performance. Flight rules are an important way to capture the knowledge of both designers and lessons learned from previous operations on Cassini. Flight operations engineers need to become steeped in the mission flight rules. They need to know not only what the flight rules are and why they exist, but also how they are checked.

Human error is more likely when flight operations engineers do not have adequate tools. This is discussed more in the next section. Besides having fully capable tools, human error is more likely to creep in when an engineer:

1. Is not given enough time to complete the given task.
2. Does not adequately understand the task and its impact.
3. Does not take enough care in setting up or preparing for their task.
4. Does not follow a clear procedure.
5. Does not review his/her verification results carefully enough, or with others.

An example of knowledge deficit occurred when an AACS engineer designed an IRU calibration about one year after Cassini reached Saturn. To precisely estimate gyro scale factor errors during slews, good attitude estimation from star identification is essential. The AACS analyst mistakenly designed the slews for the calibration in a way that caused Saturn and Rings bright bodies to enter the SRU field of view. This caused star identification to be suspended and led to an inadequate gyro calibration.

A new flight rule was added to avoid the same mistake happening again. At the same time, the rule was explicitly added to ground software so an automatic check would detect the error in the future. Peer reviews were added as a standard review step for all future sequences. At the peer review, the entire AACS team (including cognizant FSW and fault protection leads) reviews all the verification results that an AACS lead analyst has done. The lead systems engineer for the sequence also participates. The lead AACS analyst reviews all his inputs and analysis for the sequence with the rest of the AACS team, including the AACS team lead. The informal nature of the meeting – about 6 to 8 people participate – is conducive to asking questions and allowing each engineer to learn in detail about issues that inevitably are relevant to their own lead responsibilities too. Peer reviews definitely help in finding errors.

Written procedures to document all the steps that an analyst should follow throughout the sequence development and verification process have been a great aid. On Cassini, procedures are living documents – currently kept on a Wiki – that are amended and clarified so that new analysts have a roadmap to help them follow the numerous steps needed to fully verify the command sequence.

Since absences or sickness can happen anytime, fully capable “backup” engineers shadow the lead AACS engineer for all background and OTM sequence design and verification. These backups are a crucial additional set of “eyes” because everyone at some point overlooks a parameter value or might miss a procedural step. Backup engineers independently perform the sequence verification procedure as a check on the lead analyst’s work. The backup engineer is especially important when the lead AACS analyst for a sequence is relatively inexperienced.

The Cassini team also uses detailed checklists for sequence verification that included sanity checks along with formal flight rules. A different checklist is used for OTMs or other real-time activities. Certain unique steps are required during final verification and a checklist ensures that each analyst remembers these key steps. Both the lead and backup engineers should participate in checklist completion. These checklists evolved from previous experience where an analyst may have made a mistake, so checklists especially alert an analyst to areas of potential human error that require extra care.

Important activities benefit from ORT. These involve the full spacecraft engineering team, often the navigation team, and science and uplink teams. One or more faults are introduced into the Cassini integrated test laboratory (ITL) -- which represents the spacecraft in this case -- which is configured for the
activity, and the team must figure out how to deal with the anomaly, often with certain additional “surprises” thrown in. Perhaps a hardware anomaly is introduced and downlink is lost. Or one of more key engineers is removed from the operational process so that other engineers need to demonstrate their own abilities to safely recover. Each ORT has a “lessons learned” review so that the flight team’s performance is critiqued and processes improved. ORTs are great for training new team members too.

Command approval meetings need to be scheduled so that all teams have adequate time to evaluate the actual flight products. Avoid any changes in the command files after verification and before uplink. Standardize steps like command file-creation-time review and simple file naming conventions to ensure there is no last-minute confusion about the specific command files to be uplinked.

GROUND SIMULATION AND TOOLS – KEYS TO FINDING ERRORS

Cassini utilizes a hardware integrated test laboratory for both flight hardware and flight software development and test. Flight spares of many flight hardware components provide outstanding fidelity and make the Cassini ITL an essential operational tool after launch. When combined with robust ground support equipment, the Cassini ITL is the perfect platform to test to-be-flown command sequences. The input products to ITL should be the actual products that will be uplinked, where possible. The ground telemetry system was fully integrated into ITL so that ground operators get a preview of their visibility of the actual activities on the spacecraft.

Cassini tests all critical and first-time events in ITL. ITL telemetry is easily accessible both during and after each test. ITL allows access to environment “truth” simulation parameters as well as FSW memory locations and telemetry. Besides telemetry, standard ITL output products include fault protection event logs, and records of detailed inputs used in simulation initialization.

Cassini always schedules ITL procedure walk-throughs so that both the ITL test team and the flight operations team have a common reference to follow for test initialization. Test initialization is especially important because an effective test must match the states of the actual spacecraft. This is especially true for flight software fidelity and as many subsystem parameters as possible. Test review must be a team responsibility and flight team reports on the outcome of each test need to supplement the ITL team output products. A test not carefully evaluated provides little value-added.

The ITL is also a great resource for in-flight anomaly evaluation too. To supplement the ITL, the Flight Software Development System (FSDS) is an “all software” simulator that was used to build and check out the flight software pre-launch. It is used extensively in operations because it contains all the flight software (including fault protection), runs faster than real-time, and runs on an analyst’s workstation. FSDS is used for detailed anomaly or engineering investigations, OTM testing, hardware-related fault insertion, and flight software development and regression testing. FSDS also contains updated models of Saturn and Titan atmospheres and Enceladus plume models. A key aspect of operational success on Cassini is the careful design of test cases using FSDS or ITL. Testing that emphasizes actual operational scenarios is especially valuable in tracking down human errors that could occur in flight.

Ground software (GSW) and procedures to verify command sequences, check flight rules, design science observations, and design ΔV maneuvers and other engineering activities are imperative for insuring errors do not get into uplinkable products and ultimately to the spacecraft. It cannot be emphasized enough that directing resources to GSW throughout the lifetime of a mission is key to safe operations. To date, over 160,000 spacecraft turns to point Cassini to accomplish science observations have occurred since reaching Saturn. Virtually all of these slews have been designed by the science teams themselves. Integrating all these activities together and insuring they meet all applicable flight rules and constraints requires robust GSW that both science observation designers and the engineering operations team utilize. The integration effort is huge and no hardware integration lab could possibly test more than a small percentage of these activities.

Spacecraft commanding requires a project-wide command database and a ground software tool used by all teams to generate commands for the spacecraft. At JPL, a tool called SEQGEN is used and the Cassini adaptation incorporates extensive flight rule checking as well as syntax and range checking on all command parameters. Outputs of this tool include a violations file and a “restricted” command summary. Certain commands are considered especially sensitive in that an incorrect argument could have dire consequences
to spacecraft health and safety. Extra visual inspection must be done for any restricted command including physically signing a form allowing flight usage.

The bulk of ground software development on Cassini occurred pre-launch and during the 6.7-year cruise from Earth to Saturn. Two key AACS ground software tools are the IVP tool and the Kinematic Predictor Tool (KPT). IVP generates all the fixed and time-varying vector commands that populate the onboard inertial and body vector tables during sequence execution.19 The KPT processes all the pointing-relating commands in a sequence, models all the pointing (slewling to and tracking targets) throughout an entire sequence, and models all flight rules that relate to spacecraft attitude (including the position of the sun and other celestial bodies). KPT emulates key AACS flight software but runs about 400 times real-time, allowing rapid verification of the 10-week background sequence.21

Significant resources were devoted to validation and verification of each ground software tool. This verification effort was especially intense pre-launch and during the 6.7-year cruise to Saturn. Even during the orbital mission at Saturn, many tools required extensive updates or fixes. Each ground software tool is configuration-controlled by the project and upgrades and fixes require project manager approval. As an example, KPT and IVP ground software went through many iterations to ensure vector and turn modeling was completely consistent with actual spacecraft behavior, even for unexpected events like having one turn interrupt another. KPT implements the SRU bright body flight rules and creates the sequence commands to suspend star identification when needed.54 It also creates the commands to clear the AACS fault protection high water marks at the end of every downlink pass. IVP development continued during the Saturn Tour to enhance several science target observation categories, such as inertial vector definition commands for Radio Science observations requiring especially accurate time-varying pointing. KPT development continued during the Tour to enhance science instrument thermal modeling and improved ΔV predictions for RWA momentum changes. As recently as 2009, a new feature called Y-Biasing was added to KPT to allow slewing to an attitude tailored for that RWA momentum bias to reduce hydrazine usage and use the Y-firing thrusters more, saving the Z-thrusters for ΔV maneuvers and Titan flybys.55

An important element of ground software is clear visibility of all flagged violations. KPT produces a violation summary report in a tabular format. This report documents all violations, when they occur, and list the science request in effect at the time of the violation. The KPT output log file is also important. This file should document all input and output files as well as include clear details about what caused each violation. One AACS analyst ignored a clear violation because the log file did not show him the input arguments of the command that caused the violation. The KPT log file needs to give the analyst as much visibility as possible into what led to each violation.

Engineers must have confidence in the ground software tools they use. Configuration control is vital, especially making sure that outdated versions of ground software cannot be accidentally invoked by analysts. Just as important is to ensure that ground software does not incorrectly flag a violation. Real violations may be ignored if an analyst notes that the tool is flagging violations incorrectly.

One aspect of turn modeling that might introduce an error is a turn that is near a singularity. On Cassini, the flight software will choose the shortest path to achieve a desired 3-axis spacecraft attitude. When this turn angle approaches 180°, a tiny difference in attitude can result in a turn in the direction opposite from what was expected. This occurred during a gyro calibration on Cassini in 2003 and led to trouble because the actual path chosen in flight required autonomous evasive action because of a boresight-to-Sun constraint violation.120 A flight rule was written to ensure that turns near 180° were flagged as violations so that workarounds can be identified during sequence design.

AVOID CHANGING FLIGHT SOFTWARE BY PATCHING WHEREVER POSSIBLE

One way human error in operations can adversely affects a spacecraft is by changing flight software without sufficient rigor. Mars Global Surveyor encountered this in 2006.26 Flight software configuration management on Cassini has been strictly followed throughout the mission. A formal process involving project manager approval is required to even begin the effort to make a change to the flight software source code. Then extensive ITL and FSDS regression testing must demonstrate that the change has no adverse impact on any operational scenario. Testing must clearly show the “before” and “after” effect of any change. Then procedures and command sequences must be generated and successfully executed in ITL to demonstrate that the process of uplinking and loading the FSW can be seamlessly integrated with the
onboard background sequence. Only after all these checks are passed does the project manager permit the flight software change to be made onboard.

The AACS FSW that was used at Launch was A6.3.5. Consistent with the plan made at the time of launch, the AACS FSW was updated with new versions several times during the long cruise phase and during the early Tour phase. A summary of all full-load FSW updates is given in Table 4.

Table 4. Cassini AACS Full-load FSW Updates and Patches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSW</th>
<th>Uploaded on</th>
<th>Key FSW capabilities added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A6.3.5</td>
<td>Oct 15, 97</td>
<td>Launch load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7.7.6</td>
<td>Mar 7, 00</td>
<td>Detect thruster leak during long cruise; enhanced RWA control performance; enhanced SID algorithm to handle extended bodies in tracker’s FOV; “deluxe” attitude initialization capability (for SOI); IVP with rotating coordinates (Probe tracking); gyro-less attitude estimation capability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8.6.5</td>
<td>Feb 16, 03</td>
<td>This is the load used by TCM-19b as an inflight confirmation of the “energy-based” burn termination algorithm (for SOI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8.6.7</td>
<td>Apr 27, 04</td>
<td>This is the load for SOI burn. All SOI-related RCS slews were checked with this load. Confirmations of FSW capability to autonomously disable six SSA error monitors using the eclipse command, and to propagate attitude with long-duration SID suspend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8.7.1</td>
<td>Oct 2, 04</td>
<td>This is the load for Probe release and probe relay. Parameter updates for Probe release and relay. Reference trajectory updates for Probe relay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8.8.0</td>
<td>Oct 22, 10</td>
<td>FSW changes include RWA safing design, fixes to telemetry channels, updated thruster magnitudes, tracker misalignment matrix, AACS recovery data, and active RAM patches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8.9.0</td>
<td>Dec 12, 12</td>
<td>FP design to handle B-thruster leak in a mixed-branch RCS control, updates to default Safing attitude, default thruster magnitude, mass properties, CMT acceleration limit, and active RAM patches. This is the last FSW upload.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 4, both A8.7.1 and A8.8.0 were full FSW loads. In between them, there were five patch loads: A8.7.2 (May 05), A8.7.4 (April 06), A8.7.5 (January 07), A8.7.6 (January 08), and A8.7.7 (June 09). The full load A8.8.0 was based on patches introduced by A8.7.1 to A8.7.7. Human error can occur if a small “patch” to the flight software is introduced. The normal way ground controllers command the AACS flight computer is via goal-oriented sequence commands. Sequence commands have built-in checks to ensure commands are not corrupted. They also have mode and range checks. If an operator makes an error in a command argument, the flight computer will reject the command. Memory write commands (“patches”) bypass most of these checks. That is why “patching” via memory write is strongly discouraged on Cassini.

In the rare case that a patch is required, the AACS team must follow the same rigorous process of testing and project approval as for a full flight software source upload. Cassini experience has shown that any direct patch to the FSW RAM should only change a variable, not an instruction or a constant. Patching an instruction or a constant changes the FSW checksum. This is important because were a flight computer reset to occur, this checksum must match the original FSW image checksum, otherwise the AFC would not progress from ROM to RAM. In February of 2003, this did happen once in-flight (to the Backup AFC) during a planned FSW upload. The problem was traced to the patching of a constant prior to 2003 that altered the FSW checksum. After this event, a flight rule was created to always use the AFC and SSR (solid state recorder) “patch table” (limited to 304 words) if a constant or instruction needs to be changed. The patch table method is robust and ensures a consistent checksum, a new FSW version number, and smooth progression into normal RAM operation, as well as preservation of the patched parameters after a flight computer reset.

In the years since arrival at Saturn, patch table use has been limited to:

1. Increase the ΔV telemetry resolution,
2. Reduce the commanded detumble acceleration to be consistent with lower RCS thrust force,
3. Adjust IRU scale factor errors based on in-flight gyro calibrations,52–63
4. Change the secondary pointing vector (SRU orientation) of the safing attitude,
5. Adjust a fault protection parameter to reduce the risk of a thruster branch swap during low-altitude Titan flybys, and
6. Reduce the default spacecraft mass and RCS thrust magnitude to be consistent with the latter stages of the mission at Saturn.

A goal of the design architecture of command processing should be to minimize in-flight patching of the flight software. Parameters should be changeable through standard goal-oriented commands. On Cassini, flight software loading, latch valve states, mass properties, thrust characteristics, turn angles, power states, equipment prime-ness, burn execution, vector updates, health states, deadband changes, RWA momentum changes, channelized telemetry sample rate modifications, all utilize standard commands with full parsing, handshake, and validity checks.

Automating as many checks and tests as possible are vital to mission success. No matter how many checks, though, it remains true that engineering judgment – having experienced, well-trained engineers who have as much knowledge at their fingertips as possible – is always vital. An engineer should not just “turn the crank” like a drone. Nothing breeds success like thoughtful and engaged engineers, open to new ideas, doing their job carefully and with adequate time to do a good job.

SUMMARY

A sophisticated interplanetary spacecraft, Cassini/Huygens was launched on October 15, 1997, and arrived at Saturn on June 30, 2004. Over the past two decades, the flight performance of the Cassini attitude and articulation control subsystem has been superb. All key mission and science pointing accuracy requirements are met with significant margins. Details of the Cassini AACS designs and flight performance have been documented in more than 97 papers published in 1992–2018. To date, Cassini has returned more than 599 gigabytes of science data and 379,300 images. Together, more than 3,616 science papers have been published by scientists from 27 participating nations. Over the next several months, Cassini will send back new science data from 22 proximal orbits before the mission ends on September 15, 2017. Refs. 66–71 contain these “end of mission” data.

AACS-centric lessons learned from two decades of mission operations are documented in this paper. In retrospect, the foundations of the accomplishments of the AACS operation team come from the use of many outstanding technical innovations in the Cassini AACS design. Examples include the use of the IVP pointing model, the inclusion of a RWA drag torque estimator in the RWA controller design, the use of constraint monitor to guard against erroneous pointing commands that missed ground detection, and others.

Post-launch, the mission operation team developed and used equally innovative ground software tools (such as IVP, RBOT, MAS, SEQGEN, and KPT) to automate all key processes and greatly improve the team productivity. To guard against “pilot” errors, the AACS team stressed the importance of “check, double check, and check again.” This is accomplished via the uses of flight rules, pre-uplink command testing, peer reviews of uplinkable products, completion of checklist, staffing the development of each command sequence with both prime and backup engineers, and others. Lessons learned from the Cassini operation, as well as those reported by other missions (such as the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter65) should be studied by mission operation teams of future spacecraft missions.
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Cassini documents non-conformances via Incident-Surprise-Anomaly (ISA) reports. Verification, validation and corrective actions are thoroughly documented prior to anomaly report evaluation and closure by Mission Assurance. Beside ISA’s that addressed AACS hardware and software problems, reports that addressed AACS ground software, operator errors, etc. are also documented. In the following table, AACS-centric ISA are grouped by categories based on the root causes of the anomalies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISA categories</th>
<th>Percent [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anomalous RWA bearing drag torque</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate prediction of residual ΔV's</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate AACS parameter values</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selections of FP and CMT parameters</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AACS FSW idiosyncrasies</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AACS controller performance limitations</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts of extended objects on tracker performance</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator's errors</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPT ground software errors (FR violation checks,</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interrupted turns, RWA biasing, IVP, SID, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural errors</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS data system errors</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors of command/telemetry dictionaries</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impacts of CDS problems on AACS performance</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVP idiosyncrasies</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine and thruster hardware problems</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live IVP update errors</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation impacts on IRU performance</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown root cause(s)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All categories</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>